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Black boy movie in 2010 made its debut in the tradition of classic gay porn, a meticulously produced, stylistically and artistically diverse, and (ironically) most abundantly topped-off production of hot young black dudes. Indeed, its producer, alongside a student from Hood College, penned a
checklist of the film crews key features, including a cast that included Black co-stars and directors, and a budget below the industry standard. Just by that list alone, SWAGS, which was part of the LGBT festival at the time, pioneered a new kind of gay porn, but it also dabbled in a distinctively black

aesthetic, something that was a bold departure from the representation of black men in the porn industry. But while the mainstream gay porn industry has since all but disappeared, the spirit of Black boy movie endures. By eschewing the mainstream, it elevated the black male body, and that
body type doesnt go out of style. SWAGS has left its mark on the erotica industry, but its previous notable works, still available for free online, could hold their own in any old gay porn lineup. Even after all these years, the cast is still a well-kept secret, but if the art department were as well, we

could see hundreds of Black boy movie variations of the raw, raunchy, and raw blaxploitation Hip hop has always been influenced by other music, and Black boy movie is no exception. Drawing inspirations from classic soul, percussive gospel, and other forms of church music, the United States saw
the birth of sound systems in the early 1940s. Music and instruction moved from the church to the streets, and the sounds of the South Bronx and Harlem, led by Burt Bacharachs God knows, who, as Kanye West once said of all pretenders to fame, You can call me Burt Bacharach, Mr. Bacharach,
Im an institution. Because of the tradition, Black boy movie pays homage to that musical legacy with its opening song, Revive, which alludes to the Rev. James Cleveland, the hulking voice of gospel and its most legendary record producer, while also referencing Prince, 1970s soul, and of course,

Run-DMCs Jam Master Jay. For a Black boy movie that received so little publicity, it sure spoke to the hearts of music fans eager to listen up.
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Their facial expressions also make us care. The actor with the most self-aware awareness of the power of his eyes is Donald Glover, who plays the film’s lead protagonist, Lando Calrissian. He’s not only the folksy hero, but also one of the few characters in the Star Wars universe to be able to make
sour comments without an eye roll, and he never quits smiling. Hearn showed me a scene from the movie that reveals a gag scene that involves the hero and the villain eating a bowl of Kessel-orange butter balls, while Leaverus belched down his handlebars like a massive go-kart with a bad liver.
I was like, “Man, these butter balls really belong on the villain.” It’s a perfect joke, because the butter balls were meant to be a kind of galactic delicacy. During production, the team tried to make the food as authentic as possible, to the extent that, initially, they did not even want to call it butter
balls, but “meringue” instead. Hearn said: “When you keep at it long enough, your brain just goes, ‘This is what this is, this is what this is, and this is what these are.’” But, like all good Star Wars jokes, it sets up the next gag, which is that someone goes, “You don’t really think these are butter

balls, do you?” Leaverus: “I’m eating them and they’re cool, right?” Another gag, which we didn’t have a chance to show you before, that definitely belongs on the villain. Anyways, the head chef and baker on the film was a very gifted and meticulous man named Lindsey Gast. Gast has actually
worked at Disneyland for nearly 30 years, but Star Wars is his dream job, and he has a heart of buttery, cookie-dough heaven. He was always a bit of a butter ball himself, and he would sneak bits of butter ball meringue onto himself during rolls in the kitchen. So he’s perfect for the movie and for
this cameo, and is now trying to perfect something for the holidays that he calls a “butter ball cookie pie,” which is basically a big bite of pie stuffed with crumbled butter balls. I think its the real Holy Grail of butter balls, because of how satisfying it is. Its like eating your favorite ice cream, but in a

little pie crust. It tastes too good. You’ve just made yourself fat, but its the kind of fat that you’re happy to indulge in, because its so buttery and crumbly. The film’s title, Star Wars: The Last Jedi, refers to the the phrase spoken by the characters Luke Skywalker and Rey before they go on a
perilous journey to find Luke’s Force-sensitive nephew, Benicio Del Tas—its a mysterious phrase that’s meant to represent something bigger than themselves. In the film, it holds double meaning. When Rey first encounters the phrase in the film’s prologue, it means “last Jedi,” which is something

that she needs to defeat Kylo Ren. But, as she goes on her own journey, she says the phrase to herself, meaning that it’s not actually about her at all, but she needs to change the course of it. Hearn explains: “So, when Rey says, ‘What will become of the last Jedi,’ she’s not telling you about
herself. 5ec8ef588b
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